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Unit 3

Unit 3
MECHANICS

4 What is an introductory phrase?
An introductory phrase opens a sentence and provides information related to the
sentence's main message. A sentence's subject and verb WILL NOT be part of an
introductory phrase.
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introductory phrases and comma use

Use a comma after an introductory phrase to set it apart from the rest of the
sentence and to suggest an appropriate pause for the reader.

M
A
S
FOR EXAMPLE:

Contrary to her piano teacher’s request, Katie only plays the songs she likes
and never practices her scales.

Unlike his older brother Cam, Reggie thinks sushi is delicious.

MECHANICS Practice

In each sentence below: (1) Underline the subject once. (2) Underline the verb twice. (3) If
a sentence has an introductory phrase, add a comma to separate it from the sentence’s
main message and to mark an appropriate pause for a reader. The first one has been done
for you.

1.

When the service was over Jasmine rode her bike home.

2. Against her tutor’s advice Mia chose a seat in the back of the classroom.

3. Without thinking twice Gary dove into the water and helped his little brother.
4. Throughout all four years of high school Margo earned good grades.
5. To be respectful of everyone’s time the speaker skipped his final point and presented
his closing remarks.

continue on next page
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With great fanfare, the mayor introduced the governor.
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6. Because the sun was finally shining the cross-country team ran outside.
7.

Due to busy schedules a family reunion will not happen this year.

8. Even though he was running late Jack stopped for lunch.
9. In case of a fire please use the stairs rather than the elevator.
10. After a long road trip down the coast we were all exhausted and ready to sleep.

E
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11. Janice took the bus home after the skating party.

4 What is a simple verb tense?

The tense of a verb indicates the time of the action (e.g., runs, ran, will run) or
being (e.g., am, was, will be). There are three verb tenses: PRESENT, PAST, and FUTURE.

M
A
S
PRESENT TENSE

PAST TENSE

(something
is happening now)
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(something already
did happen)

Margaret walks her
dog outside.

Margaret walked
her dog yesterday.

The train is late.

The train was late
yesterday.

FUTURE TENSE

(something will happen
in the future)

Margaret will walk
her dog tomorrow.
Hopefully, the train
will be on time
tomorrow.

z choose tenses carefully

Verb tenses should be consistent (i.e., the same) within a sentence and

paragraph unless the writer is indicating a relationship between events that is
different from the original verb tense.

Example:
Blaze does not have his saxophone. He left it on the bus this morning.
Present tense verb

Past tense verb to indicate that
this action happened prior to
the event in the first sentence

Unit 3

MECHANICS Practice
Simple Verb Tense

In each sentence below: (1) Underline the verb twice. (2) On the line to the left, identify
the tense of the verb(s) by writing present, past, or future. The first one has been done
for you.
1.

past
		

We worked all day in the schoolyard.

2. 		

Tomorrow we will plant flowers.

3. 		

I like the beautiful flowers!

4.

This work will exhaust me!

		

5. 		

E
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The bus was late again.

M
A
S
6. 		

The plants grow a little every day.

Write a sentence with each verb, using the tense in parentheses.
play (future)

8. glance (past)

9. cooperate (present)

10. trample (past)

11. inquire (future)
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MECHANICS Practice

Putting It All Together

The paragraph below contains inconsistent verb tenses. It also includes introductory
phrases that are missing commas. Edit the paragraph: (1) Make all the verbs past tense.
(2) Add commas after introductory phrases.
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During the movie Carter dropped her bucket of popcorn. As the popcorn scattered

across the floor it makes a huge mess. Carter will feel embarrassed, but Monica helps her

pick it all up. When they both sat back down Monica drops her soda. Because the theater’s

M
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floor slants the soda rushed down under the seats like a widening river. People will feel their

shoes sticking to the floor and looked around for the source. Monica stares straight ahead
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like nothing happened, and no one ever knew the source of the sticky feet. While they were

walking out of the theater Carter and Monica name this “The Bucket and Sticky

Feet Fiasco.”

Unit 3

REVISION

discovering the PATTERN

Your teacher will give you directions for this exercise.
Briefly describe the first set of directions you received.

E
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Briefly describe the second set of directions you received.

Discuss the differences between the two sets of directions.
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If you had to describe each set in one word, what term would you use for the first set?

Which set of directions was clearer and, therefore, easier to follow? Why?

One way to think about the two sets of directions is to form a “versus” statement. For
example, we might say the two sets of directions illustrate complex vs. simple. Think
about the first set of directions. Why weren’t those directions as clear as the second set?
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What term would you use for the second set?
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Based on your experience with the two sets of directions, what is the relationship of
complexity to clarity? What pattern do you recognize? Discuss these questions, and then
complete the statement below.

Pattern Statement
Complexity

clarity.

E
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What other experiences illustrate this pattern?

M
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S
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Add this pattern statement to the chart on page VI, next to Unit 3: Verb Tense.

Unfortunately, some writing illustrates the pattern: Complexity hinders clarity. The first
goal of writing is clarity, so anything that prevents writing from being as clear as possible
should be addressed during revision. One element that influences clarity is a writer’s choice
of verb tenses. Simpler verb tense usually makes a sentence’s meaning clearer.

Unit 3

revising my writing

Verb Tense

We use the term tense to describe the time when a verb takes place. Is it happening
now? Did it happen yesterday? Will it happen tomorrow? Verbs can indicate an action is
happening, already did happen, or will be happening.
Verbs have two categories of tenses, and six basic tenses:

E
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P

simple verb TENSE

PRESENT PERFECT
indicates an action started in the past
and just finished or is still happening

PRESENT

indicates an action is happening now

M
A
S
Susan has planned and scheduled a
surprise birthday party for her friend.

Susan plans and schedules a
surprise birthday party for her friend.

PAST PERFECT

PAST

indicates an action happened before
something else did

indicates an action happened
before this moment

Susan had planned and scheduled a
surprise birthday party for her friend
when she heard about the concert.

Susan planned and scheduled
a surprise birthday party for her
friend, and then she heard about the
concert.

FUTURE PERFECT

indicates an action will start and finish
in the future

Susan will have planned and
scheduled a surprise birthday party
for her friend.

FUTURE

indicates an action that has not
happened yet

Susan will plan and schedule a
surprise birthday party for her friend.

reflection

In the chart above, which category (perfect or simple) of verb tenses is easier to
understand? Why?
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revision CHECKLIST
You are about to practice using verb tenses effectively in sentences. Take a minute to
look closely at the goal, pattern statement, and checklist a writer uses to select the most
appropriate verb tense and place it intentionally in a sentence to communicate with power.

VERB TENSE
goal

pattern statement

Give a sentence power by using the
simplest, most immediate verb tense
that accurately communicates the action.

E
L
P

Complexity hinders clarity.

checklist



Read the draft sentence by sentence
and identify any verbs that are
more elaborate than simple past or
present tense.



Reword the sentence with a more
immediate verb tense. If the meaning
remains constant, keep the more
immediate verb tense.



Check each paragraph/section for
consistency in verb tense.

M
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revision strategy & practice

Verb Tense

PART 1
In each sentence below, underline the verb twice. Ask yourself if the verb tense is the
simplest and most immediate tense that is appropriate. If so, write Y for YES on the line
to the left. If not, write N for NO on the line to the left.
N

1.

Jane and Maria had given their coins to the street performer.

2. The dog had barked all night long!

3. The reporter will interview all candidates before the first election.
4. When the coach noticed her players goofing off during practice, she had
spoken to them sternly!
5. When the rain stops, we will go to the park.
6. Since we already ordered pizza, we have started the movie.
7.

Suzy had sung beautifully in the concert and had amazed the crowd with
her talent.

8. The quarterback threw the ball to an open receiver.

Unit 3

9. Before school began, Scott had finished his homework.
10. The orchestra will have practiced for the upcoming concert.
11. The team planned a party after their final game together.
PART 2
Reread the sentences in the last activity that you marked with N. Choose two that you
think have the greatest need for revision. Revise the two sentences using the simple and
most immediate verb tense that is appropriate.

E
L
P

1.

2.

M
A
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In each of the following sentences, identify and underline the perfect tense verbs twice.
Then, on the line below, revise the sentence to show the simple and most immediate verb
tense. Include any other revisions that are necessary for the sentence to make sense.
I had been riding my bike for three hours before I ran into a tree.
I rode my bike for three hours, and then I ran into a tree.

2.

He has started the test.

3.

Lucy had begun preparing for her final exam.

4. Jack will have finished his longest training run by the weekend.

continue on next page
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5. The teacher had been napping for two hours.

6. I have always enjoyed making cookies.

7.

E
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Emory had often recommended the local farmer’s market to her friends.
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8. Michelle has planned her project for the science fair.
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9. Fran had recommended Storyteller, and her friend read it.

10. The students will have finished their third research project by the end of the month.

11. We have hoped for snow over the weekend.

Unit 3

On-demand writing
Think about the pattern statement: Complexity hinders clarity. Read your revised
sentences on pages 85-86 and compare them to the original sentences. What do you
notice about revising verbs to show the simplest and most immediate tense? Explain how
revising verb tenses can strengthen your writing.

M
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z When is a perfect tense verb used?
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Remember that sometimes a perfect tense verb is needed. As the
introductory chart shows, the perfect and simple tenses have slightly
different meanings. However, a writer should only use something other than
the simple tense of a verb when it is absolutely necessary. Most writing can
and should be be driven by simple tense verbs.
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VERB TENSE
goal

pattern statement

Give a sentence power by using the
simplest, most immediate verb tense
that accurately communicates the action.

Complexity hinders clarity.

E
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checklist



Read the draft sentence by sentence
and identify any verbs that are
more elaborate than simple past or
present tense.



Reword the sentence with a more
immediate verb tense. If the meaning
remains constant, keep the more
immediate verb tense.



Check each paragraph/section for
consistency in verb tense.

M
A
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Read the following Cause & Effect/Problem & Solution paragraph. Use verb tense
revisions to make the paragraph clearer and more powerful. Make any other revisions
that would strengthen or clarify each sentence.

88
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The sculptor’s problem had been that she ran out of modeling clay in the middle

of every project. She had decided that this could not continue. Before she closed up

her workshop for the day, she had sat down and had thought about the frustrating clay

shortage. She will have been thinking for ten minutes when an idea popped into her head.

She had always known what she would work on the next day, and she had always known
about how much clay she would need. She wrote herself a note and taped it to her door. The
note will have reminded her of her clay supplies each day before she closed the workshop.

That way, if she needed more clay, she could have stopped at the art supply store on her
way home. This worked! The sculptor will have never run out of clay in the middle of a
project again.

Unit 3

GENRE

discovering the pattern
Examine this photograph carefully.

M
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89

What would make you more confident in your guess?

continue on next page
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In this photograph, identify what you saw in the previous photograph.
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Besides being able to see more of the object, what else does this photograph show you?

M
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Look at the second photograph again. What connections can you see in that photograph?
What is connected, what is it connected to, and how is the connection made?

What do the connections tell you about the object you saw in the first photograph? How
does seeing the connections help you understand that object?

From the differences in these photographs, you might say:

Pattern Statement
Connections increase

.

Unit 3

How do these photographs, when viewed in order, illustrate that pattern?

What else—other objects or experiences—illustrates that connections can increase
clarity?

E
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Add this pattern statement to the chart on page VI, next to Unit 3: Cause & Effect/
Problem & Solution.

Cause & Effect/Problem & Solution

4 Cause
& Effect/Problem & Solution
is an expository genre.

Expository genres inform readers about a subject. They are nonfiction genres.
Cause & Effect/Problem & Solution writing provides a clear explanation of how a
result is reached.
If the focus is cause and effect, the writer explains how a sequence of cause and
effect events produces an outcome. For example, a writer may detail a sequence
of causes and effects that leads to a new park being constructed. If the focus
is problem and solution, the writer explains how a result that fixes or solves a
problem is achieved. For example, a writer may detail a sequence of steps that a
mechanic goes through to make repairs to a truck.

This genre is similar to Step-by-Step How-To/How-it-Happens writing. Both
describe a list of items in detail. However, Cause & Effect/Problem & Solution
writing focuses on how some result or outcome develops. It does not try to give
the reasons for something like a team’s tournament victory, and it does not try
to give a reader instructions for how to do something. Instead, writing in this
genre focuses on explaining how an outcome or solution came to be, and it clearly
explains the connections between events that led to that result.

91
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revising within the genre
While writing a Cause & Effect/Problem & Solution passage, be mindful of the two
patterns you've experienced:

REVISION

GENRE

Complexity hinders clarity.

Connections increase clarity.

E
L
P

The text on the following page is part of a Cause & Effect/Problem & Solution article.
Think about the revision goal and use verb tense revisions to make the paragraph clearer
and more powerful.

M
A
S

VERB TENSE

goal
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Give a sentence power by using the
simplest, most immediate verb tense
that accurately communicates the action.

Complexity hinders clarity.

checklist



Read the draft sentence by sentence
and identify any verbs that are
more elaborate than simple past or
present tense.

pattern statement



Reword the sentence with a more
immediate verb tense. If the meaning
remains constant, keep the more
immediate verb tense.



Check each paragraph/section for
consistency in verb tense.

Unit 3

The sun goes down earlier in the fall and winter than in the spring and summer,

so there is less time for outside play before dark. Many students have been completing

homework before bed, but they have been wanting time outside as well. Students have

carefully planned for both. For example, Jack has been having one hour of sunlight before

E
L
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his family eats dinner and one hour of homework before bed. Should he do his homework

before or after dinner? To solve the problem, Jack could ask his parents if he can play

outside for an hour before dinner and have completed his homework in the hour after

M
A
S

dinner. This option would solve the problem. Jack has gotten outside while it is light and has

completed his homework inside after dark. Jack, his parents, and his teachers will probably
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PREPARING TO WRITE

Seeing
You will be writing a cause & effect/problem & solution article that clearly explains how
something significant came to be and how the connections between events led to that
result. For example, a science writer may develop an article that explains how glitter and
lasers may solve a problem that makes space telescopes very expensive. This writer’s initial
thinking may look like the following:

E
L
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Subject: Lightweight Space Telescopes

Problem or initial cause

Space telescopes are expensive because
they use huge, heavy mirrors

M
A
S
94

A lightweight mirror that provides a
speckled image that computers can use to
make a clear image for scientists
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solution or result (final effect)

Here is another example. A history writer may write a cause & effect article that explains
the events (i.e., the causes) that led to the outcome of the Battle of Trenton during the
Revolutionary War. This writer’s initial thinking may look like the following:

Subject: The Continental Army’s Victory in Trenton, NJ
Problem or initial cause

The Continental Army was defeated in New
York and had to retreat to Pennsylvania.

Washington and his troops win the Battle of Trenton
and capture almost all the Hessian soldiers
stationed there.
solution or result (final effect)

Unit 3

Think about cause and effect sequences you know well enough or that you can research
to write a clear explanation that takes a reader from an initial cause to the final result. Or
consider a problem and solution you know well enough or that you can research to write a
clear explanation that takes a reader from an identified problem to a satisfying solution.
Use the charts below to identify possible subjects and their starting and ending points.
possibility 1
Subject

E
L
P

Problem or initial cause

M
A
S

solution or result (final effect)

Subject

Problem or initial cause

solution or result (final effect)

continue on next page
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possibility 3
Subject
Problem or initial cause

E
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solution or result (final effect)

M
A
S
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EDITOR'S INITIALS

Unit 3

PREPARING TO WRITE

Sketching
Once the history writer researches the important connections between the initial cause
and the final result, she may organize the other important details this way:
Problem or initial cause

The Continental Army was defeated in New
York and had to retreat to Pennsylvania.

E
L
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step 1 or effect/cause 1

To launch a surprise attack, Washington decided to cross
the Delaware River at night on Christmas night, 1776.

M
A
S
step 2 or effect/cause 2

Because of the weather and ice in the river,
two detachments of soldiers could not cross the river.

Because two detachments could not cross the river,
Washington had a smaller force for the battle.

step 4 or effect/cause 4

The smaller force marched about 9 miles to Trenton.

step 5 or effect/cause 5

When Washington's forces arrived in Trenton,
they surprised the Hessians, who believed they were safe from attack.

step 6 or effect/cause 6

Because of the surprise attack, Washington's troops were able
to take most of the Hessian soldiers captive.

Washington and his troops win the Battle of Trenton
and capture almost all the Hessian soldiers
stationed there.
solution or result (final effect)
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After discussing your possibilities with your editor, think about or research your chosen
subject. When you have identified all the important events and know how they connect,
arrange them in the organizer below. Use as many of the Step or Effect/Cause spaces as
you need. If you need more, continue the organizer on a separate sheet of paper.
Problem or initial cause

E
L
P

step 1 or effect/cause 1

step 2 or effect/cause 2

M
A
S
step 3 or effect/cause 3
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step 4 or effect/cause 4

step 5 or effect/cause 5

step 6 or effect/cause 6

solution or result (final effect)

Unit 3

PREPARING TO WRITE

Shaping
A slant helps a writer think about how the big pieces of information will come together
in a written piece. For example, your Cause & Effect/Problem & Solution article has three
big pieces: the final result or solution, the initial cause or problem, and the sequence of
connections that lead from the start point to the outcome. A slant is a phrase that provides
a general overview for a piece of writing.
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For example, rather than say an article will be about the Battle of Trenton, a history writer
might say the article’s slant is how the Continental Army won the Battle of Trenton. The
science writer may say the article’s slant is how researchers may make a lightweight mirror
for a space telescope. The slant for Cause & Effect/Problem & Solution writing emphasizes
how the outcome or solution happens.
Develop a slant for your Cause & Effect/Problem & Solution article by adding your
outcome or solution to the line below:

M
A
S
How

your outcome or solution

99

Now read the resulting phrase aloud. That is the slant for your writing!

A central question is the big, overall question that the writer will attempt to answer. For
example, a history writer may have the following as a central question: How did Washington
and the Continental Army win the Battle of Trenton? The science writer may have this
central question: How can a lightweight mirror be constructed in space so it works in a
space telescope?
What one big, overall question will you attempt to answer with your Cause & Effect/
Problem & Solution article? Write your central question on the lines below, and then
share it with your editor.

EDITOR'S INITIALS

© 2016 Clerestory Learning/Make Way for Books, LLC. All rights reserved. • writersstylus.com (1708 v2)
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PREPARING TO WRITE

Vision Statement
A vision statement helps a writer figure out how to structure a piece of writing. It builds
on the slant and central question. A good vision statement helps a writer and editor
determine what the content and structure of a written piece will be.
For example, a history writer might develop the following vision statement for a cause &
effect article:

E
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“Across the River and Through the Woods to Victory” explains the outcome of
the Battle of Trenton by identifying and detailing each cause & effect event, and
the connections between them, that led from Washington’s troops’ retreat to
Pennsylvania to the capture of the Hessian soldiers in Trenton. It answers the
central question: How did Washington and the Continental Army win the Battle
of Trenton?

M
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The science writer may have this vision statement for a step-by-step how-to/how-ithappened article:
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“A Glittery Look into Space” explains the solution to the problem of huge, heavy
mirrors used in space telescopes by identifying and detailing each step and the
connections between them that leads from massive mirrors to glitter and lasers
used to assemble mirrors in space. It answers the central question: How can a
lightweight mirror be constructed in space so it works in a space telescope?

The vision statement suggests the content and structure of your article. For example, after
an introductory paragraph that relates an anecdote from the battle, the history writer may
have a paragraph that presents the outcome, and then a series of paragraphs that explains
each step leading from the initial cause to the outcome.

Unit 3

Refer to the examples and use the form below to develop a vision statement for your
paragraph.

Vision Statement
“

title of your article

			 ” details

		
your slant

E
L
P

by identifying and detailing each step and the connections between them that

the starting point to your outcome/solution

It answers the central question: 		

M
A
S

rewrite your central question

EDITOR'S INITIALS

Since cause & effect/problem & solution is an expository genre, each paragraph in your
article should have a main idea that is supported by related details. To identify your main
idea, you can ask yourself:
Paragraph 1: What is this paragraph going to be about? That is your topic.

Paragraph 2: What aspect of that topic is this paragraph going to be about?
Paragraph 3: What do I want to say about that aspect of the topic?

For example, the science writer may have a paragraph that works out this way:
Paragraph 1: What is this paragraph going to be about? Space telescopes

Paragraph 2: What aspect of that topic (space telescopes) is this paragraph going to be
about? The mirrors in space telescopes

Paragraph 3: What do I want to say about that aspect (the mirrors) of the topic (space
telescopes)? The mirrors in current space telescopes are very heavy and expensive.
The answer to the third question provides a main idea for the paragraph. When the science
writer develops that sentence, it may read, “Current space telescopes require huge, heavy,
and expensive mirrors.” The rest of the paragraph will further explain this one idea.

101
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Review your vision statement with your editor.
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It is helpful to think of a paragraph as a building. The main idea forms the “roof” of the
building. The pillars that hold up the roof are the supporting details. Here is how the science
writer’s paragraph structure may look:
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The James Webb telescope costs $8 billion.

M
A
S

E
L
P
The mirror on the James Webb telescope
is more than 21 feet wide.

The James Webb telescope being launched
in 2018 has an 800 pound mirror.

The larger a telescope's mirror, the more light
it can collect, and the better its vision.

Space telescopes need large mirrors to "see"
farther and with more detail.

Current space telescopes require huge,
heavy, and expensive mirrors.

With the main idea and supporting ideas identified, the science writer is ready to draft the
paragraph. Remembering that connections increase clarity, the writer includes transition
words, phrases, and sentences to make the paragraph read smoothly and communicate
clearly. Here is the draft of the paragraph:

As useful as space telescopes are, astronomers have a problem getting them into
space: current space telescopes require huge, heavy, and expensive mirrors. As
scientists try to see further and further into the universe, larger mirrors are needed.
Space telescopes need large mirrors to “see” farther and to “see” with more detail.
The larger a telescope’s mirror, the more light it can collect and the better its “vision”
will be. For example, the James Webb telescope being launched in 2018 has an 800
pound mirror that is more than 21 feet wide. Such a huge mirror adds to the cost
of the telescope. The James Webb telescope will cost more than $8 billion. Unless
scientists can figure out a different way to construct mirrors, there will be few space
telescopes available.

Unit 3

While the paragraph needs revising, the writer has a good starting point. The paragraph
has an identifiable main idea, and all the details support or relate to that main idea. Before
beginning the draft, the science writer develops similar organizers for every paragraph in
the article. Each step, from problem to solution, will be addressed in a paragraph.
Think about the paragraphs for your article. Identify the main idea and supporting details
for each paragraph. Use the Paragraph Structure organizers below and on the following
pages to think through your paragraphs’ content and structure.
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Review your paragraph organizers with your editor, and then begin drafting your article.
EDITOR'S INITIALS

Unit 3

reflection

on-demand writing
Think about the pattern statements:

REVISION

GENRE

Complexity hinders clarity.

Connections increase clarity.

E
L
P

How does a maze relate to or illustrate each of these patterns?

rm

iss

az
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e
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t
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personal reflection

How will revising for verb tense improve your writing?
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How important would you rate this revision skill: extremely important, kind of important,
or not really important? Why?

Unit 3

X Grammar Pause
whose or who's
What's the difference?

E
L
P

whose
Whose is a pronoun that
suggests ownership.

who's

Who's is a contraction for “who is.”

Examples:

Examples:

Whose pen is this?

Who's coming to the birthday party?

M
A
S
The package came from
whose grandmother?

When will we know
who's going on the trip?

Use whose when you are asking about an owner of something. Use who’s
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when “who is” is what you mean.
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whose & who's Practice
Complete each sentence by writing whose or who's in the blank. The first one has been
done for you.
1.

Whose

2.

cat is prowling by our window?
excited about next weekend's performance?

3. This pencil is mine, but
4.

In that costume,

5.

E
L
P

pen is that?

Debra supposed to be?

walking your dog in Saturday's parade?

6. I can't figure out

story is the best.

M
A
S
7.
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8. The student
museum!
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9.

10. The one

11.

favorite sports teams won this weekend?

responsible for this artwork should have paintings in a

playing the lead role in the ballet's performance of Cinderella?
socks are green has just won a prize!

phone did you borrow?

Unit 3

X Grammar Pause
or

What's the difference?
There

There is a location.

E
L
P

their
Their suggests
ownership by
more than one.

Examples:

Examples:

I'll wait over
there for you.

Joe and Sam said
that their dog
can stand on its
head.

M
A
S
We went there
on our field trip.

Their school is
coming to our
concert.

they're
they're

They're is a
contraction for
"they are."

Examples:

They're such nice
people.
They said they're
coming with us.

Use there when you are writing about a place. Use their when you are

suggesting something is owned by more than one. Use they’re when
“they are” is what you mean.
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There, their, & they're Practice
Complete each sentence by writing their, there, or they're in the blank. The first one has
been done for you.
1.

They're

2.

It is because

talking so loudly that I can't hear myself think.
friend is celebrating his birthday.

3. Maybe we could move to that table
4.

We could do what

E
L
P

, by the window.

doing and celebrate something.

5. I think it is my grandparents' anniversary next month, so we could celebrate
50 years of marriage.

M
A
S
6. Wow, are you going to be
7.
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8.

I hope so because

to celebrate with them next month?

house is in Alaska!

planning on my whole family coming.
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9. That will be a lot of people in
10. Yes, but
with the huskies.

house!

will be plenty of space because some of us will sleep in the barn

11. I hope the huskies are happy to share

space!

Unit 3

X Grammar Pause
your

or

you're

What's the difference?

E
L
P

your

Examples:

You're is a contraction for
“you are.”

M
A
S
Is this your raincoat?

Your cows are loose
and blocking the road.

Examples:

You're coming to the play
tonight, right?

If you're going on the camping
trip, be sure to pack a flashlight.

Use your when stating that or asking if “you” own something. Use
you’re when “you are” is what you mean.
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Your is a pronoun that indicates
possession or ownership by
whomever “you” is in a sentence.

you're

Writer's Stylus: Slate—Student Portfolio Book 1

YOUR & YOU'RE Practice
Complete each sentence by writing your or you're in the blank. The first one has been
done for you.
1.

Sorry that I stepped on

2.

It's okay because

your

my friend, and I don't want to be angry with you.

3. So may I still borrow
4.

Of course!

5.

toe.

E
L
P

colored pencils?
welcome to use them.

the greatest friend ever.

6. Well, in that case, may I borrow

markers?

M
A
S
7.

I would be delighted for you to use my markers on

8.
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9. Well,

kind, but this is just a sketch of my iguana named Iggy.
iguana is the cutest lizard ever!

10. I am not sure Iggy would consider
11. I don't think

lovely artwork.

comment to be a compliment.

seeing Iggy as he really is!

Unit 3

X Grammar Pause
its

or

it's

What's the difference?

E
L
P

its

It's is a contraction for “it is.”

M
A
S
Examples:

The tiger put its paw in
the pond to cool off.

The car gave its last gasp and
died on the highway’s shoulder.

Examples:

It's going to be a hot summer!
When do you think it's going
to rain?

Use its when you are showing ownership by something other than a
person. Use it’s when “it is” is what you mean.
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Its is a pronoun that indicates
possession or ownership by
whatever “it” is in a sentence.
It is similar to �is and her but
is used for nouns that do not
represent people.

it's

Writer's Stylus: Slate—Student Portfolio Book 1

its & it's Practice
Complete each sentence by writing its or it's in the blank. The first one has been done
for you.
1.
2.

It’s

hot outside today.

The dog drank all the water in

bowl.

E
L
P

3. I think

amazing that you can jump over that hurdle!

4.

snowing, I like to go outside and catch snowflakes on my tongue.

When

5. Snow definitely has

good points.

6. Yes, and thinking about snow when

this hot helps me feel cooler.

M
A
S
7.

The sun is definitely sharing

8. On a day like this,
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rays with us today.

a good idea for us to wear sunscreen.

9. Here comes Mom, and she's saying

10. My frozen treat is green and has avocado as
11. Yuck! I bet

disgusting!

time for frozen treats!
flavor.

Unit 3

MAINTENANCE
Complete each sentence adding the appropriate end mark. The first one has been done
for you.
1.

When will the concert begin

?
I have been waiting for months to hear Cody sing in person

E
L
P

3. I saw his tour bus in the parking lot
4.

Go get us some snacks

5. It is too late because the concert is starting
6. Which songs do you think he will sing

M
A
S
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